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Preface

The authors were fortunate to participate, in a variety

of ways, but primarily as observers, in a recent Rural

Policy Academy conducted by the Council of Governors'

Policy Advisors) This Academy created a fertile work

environment, at two separate times in the spring and

summer of 1990, for top level policy teams from each of

ten states. We were privileged to watch—close-up, warts

and all—ten states struggle with both the substantive and

organizational questions of developing and implementing

rural development policy. This experience led us to

believe that it would be useful to put down in one place,

in a logical and clearly articulated form, the key issues

that such state policymalcers must face. This book is our

attempt to do exactly that.

The Academy brought together teams of top-level

policymakers from Arkansas, California, Iowa, Maine,

Michigan, Missouri, Mississippi, North Dakota, Pennsyl-

vania, and Wyoming. Mark Popovich was the Academy's

project director. The goal was to develop implementable

rural strategies for the states.

This book also draws, to a lesser extent, upon our

observations of the federal government's State Rural

Development Council initiative. This program promotes

improved coordination of the state and federal govern-

ment rural development activities within eight pilot states:

Kansas, Maine, Mississippi, Oregon, South Carolina,

South Dakota, Texas, and Washington. The initiative is

expanding in 1992 to include other states.

The 1990 Rural

Policy Academy

brought together

top-level policy

teams from ten

states
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Executive Summary

Over the past dozen years or so, state governments have

become central players in addressing the problems faced

by America's rural communities. It seems likely that they

will continue to play crucial roles in rural development

into the foreseeable future. The purpose of this book is to

provide states—and their rural development partners—

with some guidance that will better enable them to create

and implement successful rural development strategies.

This is not a cookbook—the reader will find no magic

recipe for rural development here. And those who have

already spent some time working on rural issues are not

likely to find any major breakthroughs in this book:

Instead, what is presented here can be viewed as a well-

organized checklist of important items that a state will

want to go over as it prepares to undertake a significant

new rural development effort, or as it prepares to substan-

tially evaluate and update an ongoing effort.

The insights that are offered in this book benefitted

greatly from the authors' experience, as close-up observ-

ers, at the 1990 Rural Policy Academy conducted by the

Council of Governors' Policy Advisors.

When a state is ready to begin to organize itself for

rural economic development, eleven key choices must be

made. We have grouped these choices into three categories:

1. Setting the ground rules for planning rural develop-

ment;

2. Establishing relationships with other key public

sector players; and

3. Setting the ground rules for implementation.

When setting the ground rules for planning rural

development, four choices must be made.

• First: What kind of goal setting should the state

engage in? Because of the internal disagreements
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that will arise among various participants, agreement

on an explicit set of goals may be very difficult for

many states. Nevertheless, a failure to achieve con-

sensus on goals should be seen as a major shortcom-

ing of the planning process because this failure is

likely to result in implementation problems later on.

• Second: During the planning process, should the

state take a comprehensive approach, where all links

among programs are examined, or the fractional

approach, where many of these links are not consid-

ered? Under the comprehensive approach, interrela-

tionships can be worked through in a systematic

fashion. More ways of achieving rural development

objectives can be considered, and new, more appro-

priate institutional arrangements may emerge. The

problem with the comprehensive approach is that

power in state governments is often disaggregated

into fairly autonomous fiefdoms, making this

approach intellectually satisfying but politically

frustrating or irrelevant.

• Third: What should be the breadth of the planning

effort? State decisionmakers may choose to develop

a separate rural development strategy or to incorpo-

rate activities aimed at enhancing rural development

into a unitary state economic development plan.

With the unitary approach, rural development isn't

sidelined or ignored in making key decisions about

the overall state economy. The disadvantage of the

unitary approach is that it may overlook the unique

needs and problems of the state's rural areas. A state

may choose a compromise approach in which major

pieces of the state's rural development actions are

integrated into an overall state development plan

while some uniquely rural problems (e.g., health

care delivery to low density regions) might be

handled outside that plan.

• Fourth: Should the state emphasize people or

places? That is, should the state focus on improving

the prospects for rural people or for rural places?

Since the welfare of individuals is the presumed
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ultimate end of all government activities, an empha-

sis on people seems to be the logical answer. On the

other hand, the advantage of an emphasis on places

is that this most precisely meshes with what most

people envision as rural development—an effort to

protect or enhance the economic viability of rural com-

munities. Many states will probably want to design a

rural development strategy that is a mix of both.

Three choices must be made when establishing

relationships with other key public sector players.

• First: To what extent should the state coordinate

with the federal government? Strong coordination

can stretch the state's limited resources, allowing the

state to focus on plugging those high priority holes

not covered by federal resources. On the other hand,

the time and energy devoted to coordination may sap

scarce resources and produce few benefits.

• Second: To what extent should the state coordinate

with other governments such as local, regional and

tribal governments? These other governments often

will have important resources—goods, services,

knowledge—to bring to the table.

• Third: What will be the appropriate level for pro-

gram implementation? Possibilities include imple-

mentation through communities, clusters of com-

munities, or regions. Allocating resources to indi-

vidual communities will enable the state to consider

the unique characteristics of specific rural localities.

Implementation at the cluster or regional level will

mean that conflicts among communities will have to

be handled, perhaps leading to greater cooperation

and a more efficient use of available resources.

When setting the ground rules for implementation,

four choices must be made.

• First: What sort of targeting should the state engage

in? Targeting involves the allocation of certain state

resources to those localities, or industrial sectors or
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individuals with characteristics that make them

especially attractive or worthy recipients. To what

extent should the state's rural development strategy

be targeted? Should targeting focus on specific

geographic areas or industrial sectors? If targeting is

chosen, on what basis should resources be targeted?

Should resource allocation be based on need as

reflected in a weak economy or on good prospects

for growth? One advantage to targeting resources

carefully is that the state's limited resources should

go further in achieving the state's rural development

goals. The disadvantage of targeting is that such

thoughtful selection may be politically difficult to

carry out. The danger of not targeting is that certain

sectors or areas of the state meriting special atten-

tion, usually because of poor economic performance

or good economic opportunities, will not get that

attention. Unless some degree of targeting is in-

volved, it may be hard to justify a rural develop-

ment strategy.

• Second: How should the service delivery structure

be designed? Four models are posed:

1. Direct service delivery by a single public agency;

2 Competition among service providers;

3. The use of public dollars to "leverage" private

sector resources for service delivery; and

4. Private sector service delivery stimulated by a

one-shot public sector investment.

These four models are not mutually exclusive; many

hybrid possibilities exist. A state may want to

choose different models for different aspects of its

delivery of services in support of rural development.

The overriding consideration will be how the state

can most effectively stretch its resources.

• Third: Should the state assert tight or loose control

over local use of state funds? Tight control assures

that, for a state that "knows what's needed" to pro-

mote rural development, implementation is straight-

forward and not muddied by getting localities
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involved. The benefit of loose control is that those

closest to the action—the localities—can select those

activities that they believe will be most likely to stim-

ulate development, without interference from the

state. These communities might also feel a greater

sense of pride of ownershiji in the implemented pro-

jects. A compromise is the smorgasbord approach,

where the state offers an array of programs, each of

which will be useful to some (but not all) communities.

Each locality can choose programs that it believes

will be most useful for its economic development.

• Fourth: Should the state take an active or passive

approach to local capacity building? Capacity

building is aimed at developing knowledgeable local

leadership that can respond to or create opportunities

for economic development. A state talcing an active

role in capacity building would provide the re-

sources to enable localities to build their intellectual

and organizational capacity to carry out economic

development. The state would encourage communi-

ties to take advantage of the pertinent state pro-

grams. The passive approach would let communities

take the initiative to seek out and participate in state

capacity building programs.

There are no universally correct answers to the eleven

choices just discussed. After careful consideration of the

issues, different states will come to different conclusions.

In contrast, here are nine principles that all communities

should abide by:

1. Build upon previous work—It is often unnecessary

to start from scratch in thinking about rural develop-

ment;

2. Conduct a detailed analysis of the economy—The

state must know how the key sectors of the rural

economy are positioned in the domestic and world

economy and how that position limits or offers

expanded opportunities;

3. Build upon the existing economic base—Often a

state will do well to do what it has been doing in

recent years, but to do it differently;
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4. Conduct an institutional scan—An array of

institutions, in both the public and private sectors,

might contribute to a rural development strategy;

5. Create partnerships—Getting knowledgeable input

from the private sector will produce strategies that

are both stronger and more strongly supported;

6. Be politically realistic and astute—The success of

a rural development strategy will depend as much

upon its political support as its operational design;

7. Establish priorities—Only by moving beyond a

"laundry list" of proposals to clear-cut priorities will

the state be able to focus its limited resources upon

the actions that are seen as absolutely critical;

8. Limit the immediate objectives—Few long-term

victories can be won without a number of short-term

victories along the way to build and sustain support

for rural development; and

9. Build in evaluation and use it—The state should

use evaluation results to decide whether various

pieces of the current rural development approach

make sense exactly as implemented or might be

modified to become even more effective?

The importance of states' activities to stimulate rural

economic development is greater than it has been at any

time in recent history, and the challenges are perhaps more

daunting than before. Despite the enormity of the task,

states can make a real difference in this critical policy

area. Patience and persistence, however, are mandatory.
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Chapter 1. Organizing for Rural Development
An Overview

Rural development policy should solve—or, at least,

attack—the "rural problem." While this may sound

straightforward, it's not. There is no single widely-agreed-

upon rural problem. Across the nation, and even within a

state, different communities and different regions face

different problems. For example, in some rural areas

outmigration is the dominant problem, but in other areas

rural poverty is the problem, while in still others the

control of tourism-related growth is the key problem.

More importantly, even within a single rural community,

conversations with several individuals and groups will

reveal a range of perceptions of the problem that should

be addressed.

A critical question, in organizing for rural develop-

ment, is deciding whom to bring to the table for the

discussion. Both those with the needs (as reflected in the

rural problem) and those with the resources (to attack the

rural problem) should participate. When thinking about

who should participate in working on a rural development

strategy, it is best to assume that no one definition of the

rural problem is right. Thus, it will be important to get a

wide range of actors—with a variety of perspectives on

the rural problem—involved.

Among these actors, state government often plays a

central role in the rural development process. If all key

players in state government sat down one day and asked

themselves what they could, or should, do to stimulate

rural economic development in the state, they would have

to decide how to organize that effort. Much current state

government activity probably does, in fact, contribute to

rural development, but it has not been guided by an

overall rural development strategy.

Regardless of how many rural-related programs a state

may have today, key players could meet and determine

Different com-

munities and

different regions

face different

"rural problems"

State government

often plays a cen-

tral role in rural

development
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There is no

single right

way for a state

to carry out

rural economic

development

the best way to further organize and/or reorganize state

resources. State government players may want to work

with others in this process. For example, a State Rural

Development Council formed under the federal initiative

will develop a partnership of federal, state, local and tribal

governments, as well as the private sector.

There is no single right way for a state, alone or with

some partners, to carry out rural economic development.

The state's specific economic, social, cultural, organiza-

tional, and political context will provide opportunities

and set constraints that must be taken into account. In

other words, what works well in one state might not

work in another.

Nonetheless, the discipline imposed by the Rural

Policy Academy process—or some other carefully-

designed systematic approach—may prove useful to any

state about to craft a rural development strategy. States

will want to sort through options so that they can choose

"more promising" rather than "less promising" ways of

organizing for rural economic development.

When a state, along with any partners, begins to

organize itself for rural economic development, eleven

key choices must be made. If these choices are not made

explicitly, they will be made implicitly. We have divided

them into three major categories:

1. Setting the basic ground rules for planning;

2. Establishing relationships with other key public

sector players; and

3. Setting the basic ground rules for implementation.

A final decision never has to be made on any of these

eleven choices. Each choice is subject to later re-evalua-

tion. Over time, many of the choices made will probably

be modified.

To simplify our presentation, we have described in the

following pages a situation in which the state govern-

ment is working alone on the problems of rural develop-

ment. This should not be construed to imply that we

recommend that states work without federal and local
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governments and other partners. On the contrary, such

partnerships will have some distinct advantages as we

will show in this book.

lore A
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Chapter 2. Setting the Ground Rules for Planning
Rural Development

Should Coals Be Implicit or Explicit?

Establishing explicit, outcome-oriented goals can be a

useful early step in developing a rural strategy. These

goals can capture a vision of a better rural future in con-

crete, measurable terms. In addition, these goals can serve

as a guide for all subsequent decisions affecting rural

people and places.

Individual state programs probably have explicitly

stated goals. For example, a secondary roads program

might be aimed at "providing safe and efficient transpor-

tation for the state's populace." On the other hand, differ-

ent state programs that together might contribute to rural

economic development are probably not held together by

an explicit over-arching set of goals because the programs

were not originally intended to be part of a coherent rural

development initiative.

Goal-setting may be the most important task that a state

team faces as it develops a rural development strategy.

Several of the Rural Development Policy Academy teams

spent a good deal of energy trying to define such an over-

all set of goals. Nevertheless, as simple as this activity

might seem, it is often not easy to gain agreement on a

single coherent set of goals.

The difficulties officials face when trying to agree on

rural development goals can be illustrated by the discus-

sion surrounding a proposal that job creation serve as the

core goal. At first glance, job creation seems like a goal

that all parties could agree upon. But then the debate

begins. What types of jobs and at what cost? Some might

dismiss tourism jobs because wages are often low. Others

may want to emphasize environmental/amenity protec-

tion, a goal they see threatened by an emphasis on job

Explicit, outcome-

oriented goals

can capture a

vision of a better

rural future
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. populated areas inside the boundaries of metropolitan
areas.; 'and

; ,

Sparsely populated areas outside metropolitamateati,-

Under:Jo definition WOtildthe first typc, of place callediural. And,

7under all definitions, the last type of place would be rural 711.0. 011(66-

AuallY"IK.betWeen":-placeS-.7the Second'andtliird4ypesare those that

wilI behandled-differently under 'different definitions::

creation. Some participants might support a general goal

explicitly encompassing improved rural health, housing

and safety. Yet, others—those skeptical about the practi-

cality of a comprehensive approach—might favor a

narrower goal statement (e.g., employment or income

growth), so that limited resources might be better focused

or that fewer actors need be involved.

Still another complication faced in many states is the

intrastate diversity of rural areas. Dramatically different

situations are likely to lead to dramatically different

concepts of appropriate rural development goals. In

California, for instance, rural areas fall largely into two

groups: places that are located along the coast or in the

fertile central valley which are under heavy developmen-

tal pressure, and places that are located in the remote

northern mountains which face the unemployment and

weak economy problems of timber-dependent communi-

ties. From the outset, the California Rural Academy team

was challenged by the different needs of these two distinct

types of communities. In a state like California, then,

agreement among major rural interests on development

goals is made more difficult by the wide range of

intrastate rural diversity. However, some states, like

Wyoming, do not have such stark contrasts among distinct

types of rural areas.

Legitimate disagreements may exist within a state on

whether its rural development goals should be stated in

terms of substantive targets or process targets. Some may

see that substantive goals (e.g., an attempt to improve the

Agreement on

development

goals is made

more difficult

by a wide range

of intrastate

rural diversity
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Tuif issues,

biases, person-

ality clashes and

other barriers

can get in the

way of develop-

ing a consensus

number or quality of rural jobs) are most appropriate,

while other participants may be interested in process

goals. To those focusing on process, rural development

goals encompass the creation of new or improved institu-

tions that will better promote rural development in the

state. "Improving the capacity of local communities to

take charge of their own development," which some

Policy Academy states chose as a goal, is a good example.

Further complicating the achievement of agreements

are a variety of barriers that may get in the way of devel-

oping a consensus. Turf issues, biases, personality

clashes, and concerns about the competency of other

agencies can surface during the goal-setting process.

Often, policymakers may be so focused on their own

programs that they are unable or unwilling to step back

and see the larger picture.

When faced with such barriers, a team can choose to

skirt the issues while building only a weak consensus

around a set of goals or have the team agree upon mean-

ingless grandiose goals ("to improve rural conditions in

the state"). Still another approach is to include something

for everyone in the goals. This avoids establishing priori-

ties, which may keep the peace, but is not helpful when it

comes to implementation. Any of these approaches would

enable the team to claim that it had set goals but would

not resolve the underlying conflicts within the team.

There are two advantages to getting agreement on a set

of explicitly-stated goals. First, its existence makes it

easier for all to see what specific state actions will help in

achieving these goals—and which won't. Second, the goal

development process is likely to force interdisciplinary,

cross-cutting discussions. This process cannot help but

improve the quality of policy analysis, forge interagency

ties, and improve trust and mutual respect among team

members. Similarities and differences among team

members are better defined as the participants ask tough

questions of their peers and respond with thoughtful

answers. Possible outcomes of such discussions might

include (a) raising the possibility that the state's environ-

mental protection agency could consider economic

8 GEARING UP FOR SUCCESS



development impacts as a criterion for selecting specific

water and wastewater treatment investments, and (b)

considering the benefits of combining funds from second-

ary education programs, job training programs, and

unions to support a youth apprenticeship initiative.

The primary disadvantage of reaching agreement on a

single over-arching set of goals is that the process of cre-

ating them may involve battles among interests with ar-

dently held perspectives. The outcome of such battles may

be only a weak consensus on the goals, increased animos-

ity among the protagonists, and a sense of frustration that

so much time was spent with so little benefit More than

one Academy team grappled with goal achievement for

the better part of a full-time week, only to fail to reach

much consensus. This failure contributed in some cases to

reduced team morale and, we suspect, to the decisions of

several individuals to end further Academy participation.

Close observers of the eight pilot State Councils in 1991

believe that most will not be able to easily reach agreement

on a single over-arching set of goals.2

Therefore, in a variety of circumstances, agreement on

a set of explicitly-stated rural development goals simply

may not be worth the effort. Nevertheless, a failure to

agree on goals should be viewed as a major shortcoming,

and all key players should recognize that such a failure

may eventually lead to a rural development strategy that is

merely a laundry list of more "good ideas" than can be

implemented. For example, a number of Academy

teams—but not all—each enumerated several dozen

unprioritized rural development objectives. This "some-

thing for everyone" approach is useful in avoiding con-

flicts, but not of much use in helping to determine the

state's emphases in rural development.

One final observation with respect to goal-setting is

that the state government—even if working in conjunction

with some public and private sector partners—should not

be overly grand in its assumptions about the influence that

it can exert over the regional economy. The state's role

will often, at best, be one of tinkering "on the margins." A

rural development strategy that makes unrealistic assump-

Goal-setting

battles may lead

to animosity,

frustration,

reduced morale

A failure to

agree on goals

should be viewed

as a major

shortcoming
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tions about the state's ability to control rural development

is not likely to be a useful tool. Goal-setting should occur

within a pragmatic understanding of the limits of the

state's power.

'41

What Problems and Opportunities Are tole build in the Rural Economy?,

Many rural areas are characterized by relatively poor Pei-kith-ante

on a variety of ̀ ecOnOmic and Social indicators. Frequently job growth,-

, earnings per job, 'average income levels ; edileatiorial, levels; skill levels =

and indices of public health are lower than irr.rnetrp areas. In addition

• when tOmOirecilo metropolitan areas,.Jural'econOmies often are; more-

1̀ narrowlyspecialized, pp5s,e§s, lower quality infrastructure, provide less
• access to, common public services and doffer fewer cultural amenities.

Wlule rural economic are often poorer than urban ton

lions, rural places have some relative advantages The

attractive rural landscape and/or lower pressure lifestyletnay ,

appeal to thuri sts and retirees is well as to commuters who,wish to
• work in the city or tts,stibur6S-,1314 live In lower density ireas:lean,aii,

relatively lbw crime rates and a lower cost of living -are ptlier attrac-

tions .-Soine footloose those that do not have to locate near
suppliers nor customers and start-up entrepreneursfilaY beattraCted

to—or wish io -stay in—rural areas:for many Of these same reaSons.

Alio-, low population density may make rural areas more suitable for

1 a hancifttl'OT sOnje`yvhat Midesirableattivities Such as prisonsowaste

disposal facilities and electric 'generating operatiOnS.Agthernidre,Itne.

generally lower Wage's of ruial areas continue to appeal to-,arange of

lower sisipl labor intensive thantifacturing'industries:,,Sothe,t-ural places

with relatively low wages but moderately skilled/educated  workers '

have been successful in attracting soine Skilled or semi-Skilled service'

- functions'slielf a's 'accounting, telemarketing and braim's processing that
have. been traditionally performedin inetrO, areas. . '

The local balance between problems and 'Opportunities vanes '

-'dtimaticallS, across .rtfral ".area&..of-th_ e United States.) In some rural areas,4

only an-optimist or hriagfnative loValleader can see- much in the VVIY,Or.

!economic opportunities. At the Other extreme; in a ininority Of rural
_communities te major Problein f controlling and/or adapting-tO.the,

,economic growth that is Occurring. ; 4̀'. t

4,
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Should Programs Be Linked by a Comprehensive

Approach?

A state might choose a comprehensive approach to

rural economic development where all major aspects of

rural development (health care, education and training,

infrastructure investment, resource management, environ-

mental protection, job development) would be considered

in relation to one another and melded into a single strat-

egy. Team members may choose this approach because

they think it is the best way or because were instructed to

do so by the governor or key legislators.

The alternative would be to create separate strategies

for different aspects of rural development on an as-needed

basis. Under the fractional approach, for example, the

state might develop an education strategy one year in

response to a court case mandating greater equity among

school districts, and then, in the following year, develop a

rural health care strategy because of the closing of several

small rural hospitals. At the same time, the state might

have no strategy for the development of rural wastewater

treatment facilities. The Maine Policy Academy team, for

instance, focused its attention on only two high priority

areas of rural development—local capacity building and

infrastructure The shortcoming of this fractional approach

is that opportunities will be missed. Take health care

strategists for example. With no input from educators,

they may overlook opportunities to encourage an interest

in the health sciences among rural students and to provide

continuing education to rural nurses through local school

district distance learning hookups.

Under the comprehensive approach, the interrelation-

ships among various activities can be worked through in a

systematic fashion, and a variety of ways to achieve

objectives of rural development can be more easily

considered. Look at the difference in the approach to

improving rural education. Under a fractional approach, a

state that wanted to improve the academic performance of

rural students might consider only curricular or staffing

issues under the jurisdiction of the state Department of

Education. In contrast, under a comprehensive approach,

Under the

comprehensive

approach, inter-

relationships

among activities

can be worked

through

systematically
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Power within

state govern-

ment is often

divided into

autonomous

fiefdoms

many activities beyond the boundaries of the Department

of Education would be considered as potential contribu-

tors toward the goal of improved rural academic perfor-

mance. Thus, discussion of educational options would cut

across administrative departments and programs to

include (for example) improvements in public libraries,

public radio and television programming, student nutri-

tion, adult education to improve parenting skills, pre-

school educational programs, day care, youth apprentice-

ship programs and entrepreneurial training.

The comprehensive approach may even lead to new

and more appropriate institutional arrangements. The

Iowa Academy team proposed, for instance, the estab-

lishment of a state-level process to create and enhance

linkages among a wide variety of economic development

programs including public and private sector programs

outside the realm of state government, thereby moving

the state from a fractional approach to a more compre-

hensive approach.

The problem with the comprehensive approach is that

power—and thus decision-making—in state governments

often breaks down into fairly autonomous fiefdoms. This

makes the comprehensive approach intellectually satisfy-

ing, but politically frustrating and/or irrelevant. For

example, some state agency heads report to an indepen-

dent board rather than to the governor, and some agen-

cies have funding from a dedicated revenue source

outside the normal budget process. This means the

governor will have some difficulty in directing such

agencies to modify their activities so that they mesh into

a comprehensive rural development strategy. As Doug

Ross, former Michigan Secretary of Commerce, is fond

of saying: "Coordination is an unnatural act between

nonconsenting adults."3 Nevertheless, the ability to

coordinate, and the incentive to do so, may be greater in

sparsely populated predominantly rural states with

relatively smaller bureaucracies. The North Dakota

Academy team, for example, was able to bring many of

the state's key rural policy players together in a single

room; this would undoubtedly prove to be more difficult

in most larger states.

12 GEARING UP FOR SUCCESS



Conomiclevelopmen

cononue development can be defined in at,Varjetjr of ways w
meads part of the: struggle in coming to grips with TurgecOnodn

• development is deciding hew brpacIlk to focus the,-,effort.!...A narrow

:figfinitindinightVicidkde those activities intended fp niciye. a region

toward full ethpinyinedt.tiroader defilliti7n4 dlight.'fi)4!s':-.90 the

• a• ttairinikki05f:a minimum income for each total resident. Still .

more broadly, economic development can be,:airnedtat improving,*

only employment cultural

.attributes of local life Thus, some of results of economic develop-

ment erivirOnment,4eCess;to a broader range of

iialth-c4eServiCes; and improved access to the arts. Under the tiroa
tstslefinition; economic development 0)41'4 be seeq,as*, ongQ1fir.
process of linildlifg and MaintaipIngloKakand't6giohal7institikilionsSe.g.14.

educational, health, -transportation) which not only generates

an acceptable qualitrof life today but promotes continued and/or

• enhanced VIabilitY into the NOV:" 7 T'

,0.1 1 0,14

How Broad Should the State's Economic Development Plan Be?

State decisionmakers may choose to develop a sepa-

rate rural development strategy or incorporate rural

development activities into a unitary state economic

development plan. In Wyoming, for example, where the

state is predominantly rural, the Policy Academy team

chose to develop a unitary plan. In California, on the

other hand, a predominantly urban state, the special

needs and problems of its rural economies might very

well get lost in a unitary plan.

With the unitary approach, rural development doesn't

get sidelined or ignored when key decisions are made

about the overall state economy. When the focus is on a

separate rural strategy, in some states the entire strategy is

in danger of being overlooked. The Pennsylvania Rural

Policy Academy team had difficulties along these lines. In

a state dominated by the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh

metropolitan areas, the team had trouble getting the atten-

tion of the governor and some key legislators for a strictly

With a separate

rural strategy,

in some states

the entire

strategy may be

overlooked
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The unitary

approach may

ignore unique

rural needs and

problems

rural development strategy.4 Another advantage of the uni-

tary approach is that the linkages—which may often be of

prime importance—between the state's metro and non-

metro economies can be more readily acknowledged and

built upon under a unitary approach. The state of Washing-

ton, for example, has established a system of brokers to

match rural producers and urban firms needing those pro-

ducts. It would be easier to continue and augment these

linkages under a unitary approach. Similarly, rural transpor-

tation needs might often be best served when linked into

urban transportation needs. For example, in the area around

Washington, D.C., commuter train service that will extend

well into the non-metropolitan hinterland is being devel

oped as part of an overall regional transportation initiative.

The disadvantage of the unitary approach is that it may

overlook the unique needs and problems of the state's

rural areas. For example, without a special focus on rural

areas, a state tourism marketing plan may benefit only a

few large cities and resort areas and bypass most rural

communities.

Many states may choose a compromise approach under

which major pieces of the state's rural development

actions, such as training and education, could be inte-

grated into an overall state development plan, while some

uniquely rural problems, like health care facilities and

services for low density areas, might be handled outside

that plan. Both Idaho's and Iowa's general approach to

rural development follows such a model. In its recent

1991-95 economic agenda, Idaho devotes some effort to

overall state development but focuses special attention on

the tourism development and economic diversification

requirements of small rural towns. In Iowa, much rural

development is well integrated into the state's overall

development plan and service delivery system. However,

the state government also encourages the formation of

"clusters" of small rural communities as alternative

delivery mechanisms in sparsely populated areas. These

clusters can, if they wish, provide or obtain shared ser-

vices such as job development, housing, health care, child

care, and education that are beyond the reach of any

individual community.
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Should the State Focus on People or Places?

Rural development can emphasize people. Here,

policymakers might say "the problem is that rural

families have to live on extremely low incomes" or

"what can we do to improve the job prospects for current

rural residents?" Or rural development can emphasize

places. Thus, others might say "the problem is outmigra-

tion" and "what can we do to save our community?"

Sometimes a rural development strategy will benefit both

people and places. For example, rural public transporta-

tion will broaden the job opportunities for carless rural

residents while allowing them to live in their hometowns.

But often these objectives are in conflict. The most stark

example of the conflict can be seen in state efforts to

improve the education and skill levels of rural children

and adults. Such an investment will improve the pros-

pects for rural people, but by giving them skills and

eligibility for higher paying jobs, it increases the likeli-

hood of outmigration. "The best and the brightest" end

up leaving non-vibrant rural places. Such outmigration

might be minimized, however, if education and training

programs were tailored to respond to the skill require-

ments of new and existing local employers. A recent

comprehensive study concludes that upgrading skills

through increased investments in education is appropriate

if the objective is to improve the prospects of local

residents, but may not work very well if the objective is

to improve the prospects of the locality (McGranahan et

al., 1991, pp. 1-12).

Each state needs to decide whether to focus on improv-

ing prospects for people or for places in its rural develop-

ment policy. The North Dakota Policy Academy Team,

for instance, developed a rural development strategy that

focused heavily on place. The state already has an excel-

lent public school system with one of the highest gradua-

tion and literacy rates in the nation. The problem is a very

high rate of outmigration from the rural parts of the state.

The North Dakota team's strategy was aimed at building

economic opportunities within the state and even recruit-

ing former residents back into the state.

Sometimes a

rural develop-

ment strategy

will benefit

both people

and places
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An emphasis

on places

meshes best

with what most

people envision

as rural

development

Since the welfare of individuals is the presumed

ultimate end of all government activities, an emphasis on

people is most directly related to this end. On the other

hand, the advantage of an emphasis on places is that this

meshes most precisely with what most people envision as

rural development—an attempt to protect or enhance the

economic viability of rural communities. Many states will

want to choose an overall state rural development strategy

that is balanced by combining components that focus on

people (such as retraining programs and relocation

assistance for residents of depressed rural localities) with

other components that emphasize places (such as upgrad-

ing wastewater treatment facilities in rural communities).
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Chapter 3. Establishing Relationships with Other key
Public Sector Players

How Can the State Work with the Federal Government?

Should the state government attempt to coordinate its

rural development activities with those of the federal

government? The states participating in the federally-

stimulated State Rural Development Councils hope that

such coordination will be a primary mechanism for

achieving the state's rural development goals

Such coordination can stretch the state's limited

resources because the state can focus on plugging those

holes not covered by federal programs and the state can

try to push federal resources into specific areas that the

state can't handle. On the other hand, the time and energy

devoted to coordination may sap scarce resources and

produce few benefits Another possibility is that the

"coordinating partners" may not be fully committed to

working together.

Under the State Rural Development Council effort,

federal agencies are prodded to coordinate with each other

and with state agencies, but the on-the-ground results

across states and federal agencies remain to be seen.'

Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence of good state-federal

cooperation emanating from State Council activities has

surfaced. In South Dakota, for example, the Army Corps

of Engineers and the Governor's Office are discussing the

controversial issue of the appropriate recreational use of a

dam-created lake. Prior to the Council-stimulated conver-

sations, all dialogue between the parties had taken place in

an adversarial setting—the courts. In a second example,

the Maine State Housing Authority and the Farmers Home

Administration are working on ways to coordinate their

efforts to improve multi-family housing affordability in

rural Maine because of discussions held during Maine

State Council meetings.

Coordination

with federal

agencies can

stretch the

state's limited

resources
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Ritrate ons ,
'

' . •

State rurarcie'velopitjent teams or State ,Rnial Development Councils

will often meet in or near the state capital For trigetingS lasting,a full

clay.orless;-this will prove to be the most efficient location for a sub-

stantial pOrtjOn Of.,ftie.key players involved in the rural developmenti

; effort Occasionally, hOWever, A multi-day retreat May be iniporithitItii

make, prOgreis. Getting away from the usual meeting place will have :

seVera1 advantages over the ,typical Single-day meeting at the stat:e, .1r •„-

ihClude:; - ;

t. •41. An ability Of the participants to escape the day-to-day Rewires Of =

'their jobs to focus On theldriger;term and broader issues of the temp.,:

Atilbipty to collapse several'. MOritirS: worth Of regular meetings

- into only a few days, and

7,3": An ability to establish a-:.thatn, spirit through intense discussions

and,aftei; work socializing among team members Which can create 4

positive working relationship for many 'Months into the future:

The Rural policy_ ACadeMy'. had the ten state teams travel for such

retreats to MinneopOlisAke state capital for none of the ten) in APril;

1990,, and to Sheridan; Wyonriong (more than 300 Miles from the

Wyomingstate capital, and fUrther for the other nine states) ,

1990 The Xufi! Development Institute, ; associated with the federal':

initiative;conductecfretreits for the eight pilot Councils inNew,Grieang-•
(for four Councils) and in San Diego (for the otherfonr), in March 1591,

,The -eight pilot Councils then held in-state retreats in the summer of
, 1991. Six of the eight in-state retreats were held in relatively remote

locations some distance (150 or More) fromilie-state capitals. -, ,
,The  Mississippi State Council, for instance; met in Bitoif]WriigniS More,

t̂liaii,dttiree-hOn.r.drive from the state capital.jn „Jackson. The South

Dakota Council Met In Lead ; More than 206 miles from the capital. -7

How Can the State Work with Local, Regional, and Tribal

Governments?

We believe that states will continue to play a central

role in rural development into the foreseeable future.

Thus, our focus is on the state government. However, we

do not see the state as the only player. We recognize that
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others have resources (goods, services, knowledge) to

bring to the table. In fact, the state may find that a critical
piece of its rural development activity is soliciting and

utilizing input on goals and activities from a variety of

players from other governmental units, including local,

regional and tribal governments. Input from other states

may also be useful. Another key issue, then, is the extent
to which the state will coordinate its activities with other
players. Representatives of local governments have

played strong roles on the Washington State Rural

Development Council (see box on page 20) but this isn't
true of some of the other State Councils. The pros and

cons of a high degree of coordination with these other

governments are similar to those just discussed in terms

of state-federal coordination.

In developing its relationships with other govern-

ments, the state needs to recognize that in many locali-

ties, those most in need of the benefits of rural develop-

ment are frequently the most disenfranchised. Thus, the

traditional community leadership (both elected and non-

elected officials) may not adequately provide insights

from or represent the interests of the whole community.

At What Sub-State Level Should Programs Be Implemented?

When preparing a state rural economic development

strategy, someone must decide who implements the

program. The state can choose the community (town or

village) as the appropriate unit. For example, sewer grants

might be made to individual localities. Another possibility

is that the state can choose a cluster—a group of several

nearby small communities voluntarily joined together—to

implement programs and services. For example, a grant

for primary health care clinics might be made to the

cluster which would decide how best to allocate the grant

monies to the communities in the cluster.6 Iowa, for

example, intends to make increasing use of such local

clusters to deliver a broad range of services. Finally, the

county or the multi-county region could be chosen as the

appropriate unit. The Michigan team, for instance, consid-
ered providing local planning assistance through an in-

A critical piece

of rural develop-

ment may in-

volve getting

input from a

variety of other

governmental

players
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e eight lot State Count-fig have had,to,,grapplptwith ahninher

procedural is'sues diming their early rnonths One.ofpose'rssues is

Menibeighig. Who, is,on,the counci1,4hd=rwho's WAOshliiijd'b '

permitted to join? Who *mild be actively pursued tp;seT„v,e;a.s'

ber . There re no clear-cut answers to these qustions* becausetthe ;

. situation is different for each Council One State's never-

theless 

;

interesting : In Washington; anyone Interested,intrke:sfate's rural

-development4Ssues who,: Wants'tolpigthe Council is accepted is a

, member4Con the other hand, the Council has !Iwo ovddrkert6d effort to

, 146 OM to group -s---suOi is tribal goyern)rientg and the otivge sec-

tor—that thi'der-repreSOnted" at early, Coupe-11 ineetingg.
- = 

-
As of November 4991 ,:thel ashingtOn,State-Rtiral-DevelOpment '-

Council. had 217 members.:, - = , „
•

-

•i51.z inenitiersfrnm, the federal

'''S'ineliide'&,represericafiOn :from the local, state or, regional federal,

offices Of §inallAh'isinesS.'AdniiniSsiatiotr, Health and Human —

'Services;Forest-Seryd,' e;.keon,omic,9eyelopMetkelAdMiiiistratioil,

'fiefense, ,aWide',range of other agencies; 40 one representative from

; 4he offieof t...'Senator-Slade-Gorton 
`

• ; ' '
;ag • • = ,

' ,5:1,pcorlbre:FLsifOrn'tli0,:st4te °g`oviiiiiiient:, • ar4.

,This includes representation fthin Trade and Econoinics,'Wildli1è,

kitn:arY,',EI*Igy,:cOljIMUnitYpeVeloOrrient, frranscioitliiionr;EniploY

ment Security, and :many. Other state agencies,,.zaS,.well as aTepresen-

• .4..tiy.e from the Governor's, Timber Team; several representatives

from YPri00. public C011eges,-,:and-iiniVersilieg, and a staff member -

from the dk°§tate: Senate 7:: :•.y: • '4 • gs'i Imemhers$

• :

tiom lona' goyernmentS: 

P 

4, 4:

ThiS:,iricitid,eS-,i-ePiesentation frotn,cities,O4ties.,.7reilonarCon7ricili,—

: ~~ and poifdistricts (AVfncb ti4ndle'wvariety Of local government

}/..:q,artgportatiOiy and trade); and irichideS,;trw'oi.,::1,7

• eeounty.connnissioners:
.1 e • , _ ° s • • : .1 • 41

•.1 40r:tkignitlers-00rii tribal goveriinielifif „!" 7

This includes representation from a large number or tribal Cotindifg,

• .40d from ateW committees.,t  Z

• 4- Y. 41:
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13 members from theprivate sector:,

This intrudes representation 'from aSSOCiations of businesses and

• regional power companies, and a couple of individual sinaikbusiness: t

owners. ;, g 41, 40 4 '15 if I" • 
,

.; •

•;^

59 members from the non-Otiofit Sector: •

This intludesAtpfresentatiolifrom a large number of 1061 and re-

gional Economic Development Councils and from a handful gtiother

y min-profit ofganikatiolf§-,.,sPch'is th:e;;E.4terilNishiligtOli OffiCe

Rural Health and the Washington State Council on Alcoholism.
- _ ;; • ,; t

place set of multi-county associations called the Commu-

nity Growth Alliances.

The state does not have to choose the same group for

every aspect of rural development. For example, sewer

grants could be provided to communities, while decisions

about solid waste disposal could be made at a regional

level, and a physician loan program aimed at enticing

more doctors into remote rural locations might be admin-

istered at the state lever.'

Allocating resources to individual communities will

enable the state to consider the unique characteristics of

specific rural localities. Under certain targeting schemes

(see below) this will be critical. For example, if the state

wants to focus job training funds on rural communities

with high unemployment rates, then implementation at the

community level is essential. The result of implementa-

tion at a regional level is that conflicts among individual

localities will have to be handled within the region,

perhaps leading to greater cooperation and a more effi-

cient use of the state's limited resources. For example, if a

five-county rural region can only support one full service

hospital and two emergency care clinics, the state might

allocate resources to the region to enable this health care

to be provided, but force the communities within the

region to jointly decide where the hospital and the clinics

will be located. In many states the Job Training Partner-

ship Act (JTPA) is administered at the regional level.

Here, the state sends JTPA training funds to each multi-

Different aspects

of a rural devel-

opment effort

can be itnple-

mented at

different govern-

mental levels
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county Service Delivery Area (SDA), but then the re-

gional Private Industry Council (PIC) must decide how

those funds will be allocated among programs and locali-

ties within the region.'

Idaho, Uses the RFgion as the Focus forInipletleO
'

,
• Idaho, has been divided into six tegions, ahdhlost,thajar federal an

state programs have agreed to use diese7diStricts:fcir:prdirdin implemen-

tation. These regional boundaries are used for local 'planning units state

-. transportation distncts, vocational education districts, labor market -

areas, JTPA Delivery Areas 'StriailtuSihess-bevelophieni

Center service boundaries, and as service areas for a variety of other'

state and federal prngramsi,Common-regional boundaries permit tlie'co-

location of the administrative offices of several programs and facilitates

'coordination across programs
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Chapter 4. Setting the Ground Rules for Implementation

What Should Be the Wilt of, and Basis for, Targeting?

Another key choice that a state must make is whether

to target its resources, and, if so, how. Targeting involves

allocating certain state resources to localities or sectors or

individuals with characteristics that make them especially

attractive or worthy recipients.9 The opposite or untargeted

approach would be to allocate resources evenly through-

out the state, or at least its rural portion, on the basis of

some neutral factor such as population.

If targeting is chosen, there are several ways to allo-

cate state resources. The state might choose to target

geographic areas or industrial sectors with weak economic

performance; in many states, such targeting would have a

strong rural emphasis For instance, a mining district with

a notoriously cyclical economy or a five-county region of

marginal agriculture and persistently high poverty rates

might be appropriate targets. Michigan, for instance,

targeted some development programs on places with

distressed economies (i.e., towns and villages with

especially high poverty, unemployment and outmigration

rates) (Kayne, 1988, pp. 9-12), and targeted other pro-

grams on weak industrial sectors (the Michigan Modern-

ization Service has focused on upgrading the quality and

reliability of the auto parts industry).

Alternatively, the state might target areas or sectors

with good economic opportunities such as those likely to

produce the highest marginal return on investment For

example, Oregon, a strong timber state, has focused on the

value-added opportunities of its secondary wood products

industry. Other possibilities include targeting a region

with both high unemployment rates and high skill levels

or targeting selected "growth pole" communities (as the

Appalachian Regional Commission has done historically).

While allocating resources to particular geographic

areas and/or industrial sectors on the basis of economic

Targeting in-

volves focusing

resources on

especially attrac-

tive or worthy

localities, sectors

or individuals
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iwgvuiig Oil tho1efaIwrking Industryin Pennsyliania 4 ?re

'Pennsylyania; after reviewing similar efforts tii.Gerthany,Japan and

_Deniriark, recently in§tituteda'Youth Apprenticeship program to

youths ',make the sshool-tolwork transition. The Prokram,isintendectto

provide the state's high wage, advanced thannfactntingerriprOyers',a; .
pool of, well-trained, flexible entry-level workers. The program, which

° will focus first on the incorporates a Ritit„-'year"-_,

curriculum that combines, academic, technical and occupational educa-

tion forYoting people. To tiea-ccepteci into the program,
first finish the tenth undergo an interview 1process, andsatisfac-

torily complete a 

- •

bd.* skills examination. Initially, instruction time
will he evenly split between the workplace and Sehobf iegiths46-rit
years, however, the workplace component will steadily increase. The

prograin,WIJI be "marketed" to studentschoice" and
will offer of career options: 4 t `, t 44•

.1 I

-4!

• - . 4̀" 1;" "Yr "

Finishing out the traditional adult apprenticeship prdgrami
Pursuing an undergraduate degree in Stich: areas as.erigliiierineof

management; and ; = ; 4" I '

3. " 1.1"'Going directly to work in 'a g .wage high-techniannfactUrin

s position.. 4 , 1 e : It 4 ° t
- .14 

4 , ; ' ?

If the Youth APpienticeShip-program-is su6cestul. it will,he.ov-1

-154nde0A3:0Y61,04-1fr-inOPS:04:..i140416,Ordtle, traditionally 1.4 0,t4 '
industry in -Pennsylvania. --Wa§ selected_ as the initial, target because of ,

i'deritified-need-fg:34::ah 'upgraded entry-level workforce in the sector and-

several .firms expressed interest in cooperating inpilot effort„-, ,

performance or opportunities is perhaps the most common

approach to targeting, others are possible. Size and

evidence of unusually strong participant commitment are

other bases for targeting among communities or industrial

sectors. For example, the Delaware Valley Industrial

Resource Center is currently working with a group of

small Pennsylvania aircraft parts manufacturers wishing

to obtain total quality management certification demanded

by their major customer.

Another basis for targeting could be a focus on par-

ticularly severe or clear market failures. For instance,
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many states have established industrial extension pro-

grams to address the information shortages that many

smaller firms encounter.

Still another basis for targeting could be to choose

places with reputations for efficient service delivery. In

order to get the most bang for the buck, the state might

target its resources to communities with strong and well-

administered local service delivery mechanisms. In Iowa,

for example, the rural clusters are viewed as reliable

vehicles for service delivery. Similarly, another basis for

targeting would be to choose institutions with reputations

for efficient service delivery. The Indiana Manufacturing

Technology Services program, for example, provides

assistance to manufacturers through ten regional loca-

tions. The regional provider varies across the ten regions

but is chosen on the basis of its program administration

track record.

Finally, a state might want to target one or more

economic development programs to localities with a high

degree of vulnerability, as indicated by overwhelming

dependence on a single firm or industry. Oregon, for

example, has historically used such a targeting mechanism

for some programs (Kayne, 1988, p. 10).

Rather than target either place or sector, the state could

target some programs to individuals with certain charac-

teristics, regardless of where they live or work. While it is

a longstanding practice to target assistance to the eco-

nomically disadvantaged or unemployed, alternative

selection criteria are possible and might sometimes better

fit into an overall state development strategy. For ex-

ample, within the context of a broad effort to upgrade

technology and related skill levels, the University of

Washington's Women in Engineering program seeks to

increase female participation in both graduate and under-

graduate engineering programs through increased recruit-

ment and retention activities (Clarke, 1991).

An extreme approach to targeting is triage where all

resources for a particular program would be allocated to a

select set of communities or industrial sectors.° For

Resources can

be targeted on

places and

institutions with

reputations for

efficient service

delivery

An extreme ap-

proach to tar-

geting is triage
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With careful

targeting, the

state's resources

will go further

example, triage might involve dividing the state's rural

communities into those that will do well without any

assistance from the state, those that are unlikely to survive

(i.e., those that will literally turn into ghost towns and

those that will become decreasingly viable as economic

entities over the years), and those that are on the border-

line (i.e., those where some assistance from the state is

likely to make a substantial difference in the survival

rate). If a state were to use the triage approach, growth-

oriented assistance (e.g., infrastructure development,

business modernization assistance, new business develop-

ment, industrial recruitment, and training for skill upgrad-

ing) might be targeted exclusively on communities like

those in the borderline group. Those judged unlikely to

survive might not only receive fewer resources, but these

resources would be dedicated to worker and community

adjustment (e.g., assistance to consolidate service deliv-

ery, job search assistance with appropriate training,

relocation assistance, extended income support). No

special assistance would be provided to those communi-

ties judged to possess a strong economy.

The triage approach has been used by a few states in

their administration of the Community Development

Block Grant (CBDG) program. Early experience with the

program indicated that targeting funds to the most dis-

tressed places often resulted in high rates of project failure

and poor performance. In response to these findings,

states such as Wisconsin and Texas have in essence

designed a triage response in which assistance is provided

only to eligible communities (i.e., distressed places), but

among the eligible localities, only those likely to succeed

are funded (Kayne, 1988, pp. 11-12).

There is one important advantage to targeting resources.

If the targeting criteria are thoughtfully selected and care-

fully implemented, the state's limited resources should go

further in achieving the state's rural development goals.

The disadvantage of targeting is that such thoughtful

selection may be politically difficult to carry out; discrimi-

nation in favor of certain groups or regions can also be

seen as discrimination against other groups or regions. In

response to political pressure to include many groups and
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places in the targeted program, eligibility will often be

expanded. Sometimes the targeting becomes so diffuse as

to be no longer really useful. In Illinois, for instance, so

many enterprise zones were designated by the state that

program officials have considered establishing a two-

tiered system with a higher level of incentives for Tier I

zones Mayne 1988, p.10). Often targeting may be diffi-

cult to implement because little or no clear-cut evidence

supports the contention that targeting will better achieve

the state's rural development goals than no targeting.

Triage is simply an extreme case of targeting, and thus its

pros and cons are similar, but more pronounced.

In short, some degree of targeting of the state's re-

sources is a compromise between explicit triage and

making no differentiation among the prospects of the

state's communities or industries or individuals. Many

states will find that such a compromise is appropriate. The

danger of not targeting is that certain areas or industrial

sectors of the state meriting special attention, usually be-

cause of poor economic performance or good economic

opportunities, will not get that attention. Unless some de-

gree of targeting is involved, it may be hard to justify the

effort of designing a rural development strategy. Thus, the

choice here seems not to be whether to target, but rather to

what extent and on what basis targeting should occur.

How Should Services Be Delivered?

Stretching limited state dollars is always important, but

it is particularly critical when diminishing federal re-

sources are available for development activities, as has

been the case for more than a decade. The question is how

to best structure the delivery of services for rural develop-

ment. A growing number of service delivery models are

emanating from the states. Four basic models are pre-

sented here.

Most public programs rely on the first model, direct

service delivery. Here, a single public agency is desig-

nated to deliver the service. Maybe it's job training by the

state's employment and training agency or education of

Without some

targeting, de-

signing a rural

development

strategy may be

hard to justify
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Under direct

service delivery,

recipients un-

derstand that

the state govern-

ment should

receive credit or

blame

The competitive

model is intended

to increase

efficiency and

user satisfaction

children by the local school district. Under this model, the

public sector maintains direct control over the quantity

and quality of services delivered. A second advantage is

clear accountability. Recipients know that the state

government should receive the "credit" for good service

or "blame" for poor service. Frequently cited problems

include bureaucratic inflexibility and inefficiency. Co-

location was the North Dakota Policy Academy team's

response to these problems. This co-location proposal

called for the creation of one-stop local offices to house

the area's small business development center, regional

council, extension service, small business management

program, and other related public services.

Recently, some states have attempted in the second

model to circumvent the first model by placing control of

resources in the hands of those receiving the service while

simultaneously introducing competition among service

providers. For example, Michigan developed the concept

of an educational "credit card" which can be used by the

recipient for training which is funded by the state but

provided at both public and private institutions. Several

years ago, Minnesota began a choice program for its K-12

schools. Under this effort, educational funding travels

with the student to the school he or she chooses. The

major assumption underlying this competitive model is

that efficiency and user satisfaction can be enhanced by

making providers more responsive because they have to

compete." Further, if the service delivery mechanisms

that are appropriate in rural areas are fairly different from

those commonly used in urban areas (e.g., semi-scheduled

taxi service may work better than scheduled bus service),

the competitive model may be more likely to respond to

such differences. Because these efforts are so recent,

however, there is little empirical evidence to show that

they do indeed improve program performance signifi-

cantly without inadvertently producing additional prob-

lems. The competitive model may be particularly weak in

rural areas, where demand is relatively small and few

service providers are there to compete.

During the 1970s, a third model emerged. Under this

model, public resources are stretched by requiring
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private matching funds. For example, a local revolving

loan fund might be established only if local private

resources are obtained to match state dollars. Michigan

instituted a sophisticated variant of this "matching" model

with its Capital Access program, creating an incentive for

commercial banks to undertake higher risk loans. Under

this approach, not only was service delivery undertaken

by private organizations (the banks) but private resource

commitments were required before public support became

available. Strong arguments favoring this approach are

that private money is leveraged to help achieve public

goals, there is a greater confidence that the public activity

is responding to private market signals, and strong politi-

cal support for the service is provided by the participating

private sector actors. On the other hand, this approach (as

with the first two models) is hampered by the constraint

that overall activity levels are still limited (though not as

much so) by the level of public resources available.

Therefore, many eligible and interested clients (e.g., of

job training) may not access the service.

A fourth model removes the state directly from

service or resource provision, after an initial effort to

build self-sustaining private institutional capacity. Prob-

ably the most frequently cited example of this model at

the state level is the creation of a flexible manufacturing

network. Here, small and medium-sized firms within an

industry are melded into a network with each other to

permit and encourage activities which they could not

undertake individually. Examples include joint product

development and manufacturing, joint bids on large

contracts which no one firm would be able to handle,

equipment sharing, and joint marketing efforts. Such a

network is likely to be especially advantageous to a rural

firm, which may be physically remote from similar firms

and its suppliers and customers. After such a network is

established, the state will withdraw its involvement and

the network will function independently.

Washington, Michigan, Ohio and Iowa have created

networks in a number of industries and others are under

development in Oregon and several southeastern states.

Other examples of this institution building activity include

When private

funds are lever-

aged, there is

greater confi-

dence that the

public sector is

responding to

private market

signals
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exibleiigitufaituring NOtivorks in 01lip

The ApOalachian Center for Economic Networks (ACEnet)--Was

founded in 4991 with support from the state of Ohio Its goaliii to create

an institiititiliai arrangement that will ereate relatively - -

-wage jobg' for an eleven-COunty rural area in southern Ohio by enabling

local manufacturers to Work together to produce marketable gOods.

- -
,- In l991 ACEnet established a group of fle01e,inanufacturin&

:networks to produce adjustable honing components that canaecom-

modate the special needs of the disabled and elderly. For example, one

component produced by one of the networks is a kitchen sink that can

be easily adjusted to any height ACEnet staff identified a market niche

that matched-the manufacturing capabilities of a:collection of small

local firing. No single firm had the Capability to identify the inailcet,

design the products, and manufacture the products. By working with

ACEnet, the networks have been able to successfullY create, itianufac-

,: ture, and market these specialty housing conipOnents.

ACEnet staff and network participants expect that network inember

ship will evolve over time. In addition, the production of each specific

product will call for the creation ofg, new network of firms. For ex-

- ample (30. group, of several firms Might join together to produce an

adjustable-sink, but a second group might design :and prod* in

adjustable desk. A very small number of firms might be in both groups,

= but some firms would be in one network and not:the other. In addition,

within anyinetwork,. Membership may shift somewhat from one, produc-
tion run tiittne next Thu the word "flexible" is an extremely accurate
description of the manufacturing networks that 4p being created in

southern Ohio (ACEnet, 1991, p. 2):

Washington's recent creation of a secondary financial

market for small business equity issues, the establishment

of the Southern Development Bancorporation in Arkansas,

and Extension Service support for grower cooperatives,

home-based business associations, farm management clubs

and marketing associations. Conceptually, building effec-

tive, self-sustaining, private or quasi-private institutions to

accomplish public goals (e.g., the creation of flexible

manufacturing networks to enhance the competitiveness
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it-Business Linn Packager in Niko

n 1991,,Idaho began a program that will allow—and encourage—

local COmninnityDevelopment Corporations (CDCs) with:respOnsibil,responsibil-

ity for:adminiStration of a vanetY of business loan funds tO'bringi loane- .
packager on board Theploan packager will serve as *broker, matchint,

the most appropriate availableibusineSs loan fin*, with small busi-

nessesin need of capital Possible sources jnclude the inalj Business

Administration, Faimers!HoineAdininistitation;':Statei_Oan Ptegtains,_
local lenders, and funds available through .,a local CDC revolving loan r:

'pool The loan' pae'kagerfshouid be able to:FioWer.'the fransaction costs "i

for such lenders bY-,screening applicants and presenting the loan

-,atplicant's.backgrOundinforrirationAin a Standalli format The state o

Idaho will be funding the loan packager program for five years. This

tirografiris eiPecika to become self-Sustaining after that, finance:din ,

hill by the fees of applicants and lenders. ,

kllybri4111o41 in North Carolina

-` The Southern Technology council is a joint venture of Several-

:Sputhein stfites. This multi-state public body is"aimedr,at improving

technology across .a wide range of industries in the Roth. In 1990; the

Council worked in collaboration with the;3367fnm Catawba Vahey

Hosiery Association (CVHA) in North Carolina to develop a prototype

aimputerize&production monitoring system CYNKmembers are

nearly all small and medium-sized firms This monitoring system can

be easily customited to fit the requirements of each Op 4110 should

IMPrOVe firinemariagement capabilities and production efficiency;

,Nonetheless t without the Council financial' support,and CyHA

participation ; system development is unlikely to have occurred

few As-Soctagon rnembers could easily have afforded its cleveloprnent -

This effort 'contains aspects of second r third and fourthservice,

deliveity.moAels (Southern Technology Cpuneib, 1991, pp,)-3

of a state's industrial base) is an ideal solution to the

service delivery dilemma. It is yet unclear, however,

where this model applies and how its effectiveness might

vary from problem to problem.
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Many hybrid

possibilities exist

Under the

smorgasbord

approach, the

state will offer

an array of

programs, each

useful to some

but not all

communities

These four models should not be viewed as mutually ex-

clusive options. Many hybrid possibilities exist. For ex-

ample, the state government or its contractors could pro-

vide training on a specialized production process to a group

of firms belonging to a state-encouraged consortium of

small biotech manufacturers. Or, the state could finance a

market research voucher which could be used by members

of a flexible manufacturing network to obtain expert but

privately-held information on market conditions and trends.

How Much Control Should the State Assert?

To promote rural development, the state government is

likely to have a variety of resources available. These

resources will include financial resources to purchase

goods and services (e.g., bridges and training programs)

and expert assistance that can be provided to localities.

The state can maintain tight or loose control over these

resources. Under tight control, the state will make deci-

sions on the detailed allocation of its resources (e.g., in

terms of bridges, the state will decide how to allocate

funds between new construction and rehabilitation of

bridges, and the state will choose the location of those

bridges to be constructed and rehabilitated). Under loose

control, the state will send funds to localities as block

grants, permitting the communities to spend the resources

as they see fit to promote economic development (within

the constraints of a few overall guidelines such as nondis-

crimination and environmental protection).

A middle-of-the-road compromise is the smorgasbord

approach. Here, the state will carefully design an array of

programs, each of which will (presumably) be useful to

some (though probably not all) communities, and each

locality can choose from this menu those programs that it

believes will be most useful for its economic develop-

ment. Under the smorgasbord approach, the locality may

be required to have some training that would assist it in

becoming an informed consumer. In addition, the state

would probably give each locality a cap on the total state

resources available through these programs. A smorgas-

bord example is found in Canada. The Community
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Futures Program enables rural regions to create economic

development plans and then offers them a menu of five

different programs, permitting communities to choose

ones that will best contribute to plan implementation

(National Governors' Association, 1988, p. 49).

Tight control assures that, for a state that "knows

what's needed" to promote rural development, implemen-

tation is straightforward and not muddied by getting

localities involved. For instance, the state may have a

statewide perspective on what is most needed to upgrade

the state's highway network in order to promote overall

rural development in the state. The sum of local prefer-

ences for the use of highway monies will not necessarily

produce a highway plan that works as well for the state as

a whole. The benefit of loose control is that those closest

to the scene of the action—the localities—can select

activities they believe will most likely stimulate rural

development, without interference from the state. These

communities might also feel a greater sense of pride of

ownership in the implemented projects.

The smorgasbord approach is based on the assumption

that neither the state nor the locality is the home of all

wisdom regarding the appropriate use of rural develop-

ment resources. This approach has the advantage of

permitting both the state and localities to offer useful

insights on the best way to carry out rural development in

the state. One disadvantage is that the relative demand for

the various programs which are made available to locali-

ties may be subject to substantial year-to-year shifts and

thus be difficult to predict. Such uncertainties in demand

will make program planning more difficult.

Should the State Actively Develop Local Capacity?

The economic development literature in recent years

has devoted considerable energy to delineating the

problem of local capacity building. Capacity building is

aimed at developing knowledgeable local leadership that

can respond to, and even create, opportunities for eco-

nomic development.' 2

Tight control

assures that

implementation

is straight-

forward

The smorgasbord

approach permits

both the state and

localities to offer

useful insights

___--
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building is aimed

at developing
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local leadership
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to and create

development

opportunities

At one extreme, the state could take an active role in

local capacity building. In this active role, the state would

provide the resources to enable localities to build their

intellectual and organizational capacity to carry out

economic development, and the state would actively

encourage communities to take advantage of state pro-

grams (such as training programs for local leaders on how

to organize and carry out strategic planning for economic

development). The Oregon Rural Development Partner-

ship program, for instance, provides state assistance for

local leadership training. Arguably the most expansive

state effort of this nature is found in Wisconsin, where the

state places community resource development specialists

in local county extension offices to provide assistance and

nurture local leadership.

The state's role, of course, could be more passive. It

could design a program to build local capacity, but only

communities taking the initiative to seek out the program

would participate. Idaho, for example, requires a city

council or county commission resolution as a prerequisite

for participation in its community strategic planning

program. This requirement places the state in the role of

assisting those localities willing to take some responsibil-

ity for helping themselves. At the extreme, the state might

choose to have no program of local capacity building.

:Takosa Acüve Approach to tocallati4c0Buildint

-WashingtokalloCated over $r4 million Owing 1929-9,1 to promote

the enhancement ot'loCal capacity First, the state created anet'Work'of

local development agencies callectAssOciate bevelnpill'enriorgai#a-
,;, tiops,(POs) to coyer very county, both urban,pd-rur41. Now the States„,

has developed 'a set of grant programs for the ADOS These programs

indude. the Local beVOotimerit Matching Fund, the Rural ReVitali2a-

tion Pilot Project, the Rural-Urban Linkages Program, and the Timber

COmniunities Assistance Program. As indicated by the program titles,

sdthe Of these grants are Ricused heavily or exelukively on rural re,'

giOns:3o 'supplirt,the ADOs, the state -,ProvideS,.the:'resources to enable

them to engagejn planning, feasibility studies, and project developMent.
„
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An active approach to local capacity building can be

meshed neatly with a targeting approach, if the state has

chosen to target its resources. On the other hand, a passive

approach can be seen as an implicit targeting approach—

only those communities taking a certain amount of initia-

tive will receive the state's capacity building program.
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Chapter 5. Nine Principles for Organizing

There are no universally correct answers to the ques-

tions posed in the preceding sections. Thus, the issues

discussed above represent real choices. In contrast, there

are nine principles, summarized in Figure B, that apply to

any choices that are made.

uild Upc;nPreviii5-_Work

.!.Conduct a Detailed Analysis of the EcOriomy

• Build Upon the Existing E6Onomi.6iBase
'

Conduct an Institutional Scan

• Create _ _

e :Realistic; and Astiltez
s •

a EstablisftPrioritie$,-.
imft_the Iminediatp Objectiv,e_s

• • Bull in 6,aluatiOn and Use

Build Upon Previous Work

All states in the United States have carried out some

rural development activities. All states have done some

thinking about rural development. For instance, state

plans (which will usually have major economic develop-

ment components) exist in many states. Often cities,

counties, regional councils, universities or special state

commissions will have produced studies on one or more

aspects of the rural economy. Private consultants may

have conducted independent analyses. In any state,

several documents will be available which detail previous

research and thinking on a variety of rural development

issues. The Wyoming Policy Academy team, for instance,

identified more than two dozen recent documents that

Several docu-

ments will lay

out previous

thinking on

rural develop-

ment issues
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Aural Development-Dlated llocumeits Available to the Wyomingl am

In the spring of 1990, the,Wyonfing team for the Rural Poky

"Academy seafehed for documents that had'beenVrodiked-eailier that

might be related to the development of asural strategy for the. Wyo-

ming e,conomy:, The team Was surprisedto find more than two doze;

documents of possible interest that had been produced in the preceding,

kw years. '

One set`of f.several, interrelated documents prepared in 1986-87 wa

erititledfluiliiing a *anger- Wyonting; this -set of documents addressed,

a variety of issues such as education, the state bUslget, and residents'

visions of the future

The other documen• ts uncovered.by the Wyoming team were eaclv:.

',focus .0:on aAngle ks§ue. These documents inClude,thejtollowIng;

• State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (1985), 

SuMtharyofiMinetal Company Interviews (1990)

• Master Plan 1989L94, Wyoming Community College System (1989)

GoVernor!;%Tosii.Force,On RegjdatoryReform Small Business

(100) - —

t Strategic Plan for-Nyoming s,Agriculture Industri:1990-2000 .

(1989) "

• Annual Report from the Wyoming Health Care Data Authori

(1990):

• Sur*y ofSenior.lienture'Capital Executives on the Feasibility o

WyOming-based Development Capital Firm (1989)

A Multi-disciplinary Evii_luatia?ffof Where We Are Now ifr.Tvpurism:',
Development in Wyoming (1989)

• Telecommunications and Economic Development in Wyoming

(1987)

provided data and analysis describing critical aspects of

the state's economy.

Not all of this previous work will provide useful

information or insights. Much of the work may be irrel-

evant because it is out-of-date, based on weak or no data,

based on faulty analysis or has other weaknesses. Never-
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•nr

theless, a state which is about to launch a major effort on

rural development should examine previous work and

draw from that work whatever may be useful.

Conduct a Detailed Analysis of the Economy

It is tempting to respond to rural economic problems by

immediately jumping into action. While this may be

warranted sometimes—and, in the long run, may prove to

be beneficial—actions that are grounded in good solid

analysis of the state's economic situation will have a

much better chance of achieving long-term benefits than

actions that are merely quick reactions to crises.

It may not always be easy to know when enough

analysis has been completed and that the time for action

has arrived. At the very least the state should have a basic

understanding of the central elements of its economy

based on up-to-date analysis and not on outdated informa-

tion and/or mythology. For each key sector in the state's

economy (including those that are potentially important as

well as those that are currently important), the state needs

to understand how that sector is positioned in the domes-

tic and world economy and how that position limits or

offers expanded opportunities.

Basic questions to be addressed include these: Who are

the competitors? What are they doing? How are they dif-

ferent from (or the same as) the state's firms in this indus-

trial sector in terms of productivity, technology, manage-

ment, investment levels, wage levels, workforce quality

and training, product development, public support, and so

on? How are markets and technology changing within the

state and the nation, as well as around the world? What

are the bottlenecks that limit the development, production

and marketing of new and existing products and services?

What market failures are constraining development

possibilities in the sector? (Eight of them are listed in The

Rationale for State Leadership in Rural Development on

pages 51-54) How are the answers to these questions dif-

ferent in rural areas of the state than in urban areas?

The state needs

to understand

each key eco-

nomic sector's

position in the

world economy
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kizona Eohiseithilidistrial 'Sec • -

-
As part of its Strategic Planning for Economic Development

-(Asitp) project; Arizona has created nine clusters. of similar firms

Each cluster is a '."geographic Concentration Of interdependent, interna-

tionally competitive firtriS in related industries" and includes bothC .
-

exporting firms and supporting or-"linkage"-Iirms which providel

compOnentS, support services and raw Materials table exportets. The

- Clusters are:: 4 k„

1. Aef,c‘sOaCe
2. Agriculture-food processing-forestry

I3,nSiness services °

.Health-biomedical,

'25—Information- --

'6. Miñerals-rnining

7. OPtics':
8. Tourism,

°Transportation- 

:RepreSehtaties fiömeach.df these clusters consiened several

tithes throughout 1991 to contribute to the state's strategic planning

process. They will be ernploSrod again as the state attempts to identify

, opportunities and problems associated with the North American free

Trade Agreement (NAFTA). :The, state uses this process to tap into key
privalescctor players' knowledge about current issnes in each of*k ;

„nine Critical SectorS.(Waits,-1§02, p. ,

Often a state

will do well to

do what it has

been doing in

recent years,

but to do it

differently

Build Upon the Existing Economic Base

When analyzing economic structure and prospects, it is

easy to focus heavily on new kinds of activities like bio-

technology, boutique raspberries, and robotics. The under-

lying philosophy is straightforward: "The rural economy

is currently not doing too well, so in order to get it to

perform better, we must do something new." The logic is

appealing. Often a state will do well, however, to do what

it has been doing in recent years, but to do it differently. A

state's efforts to enhance its rural economy should not

ignore the basic foundations—and the comparative advan-
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tages—upon which that economy currently rests. Many

states are beginning to look at value-added opportunities.

If the state is currently exporting raw materials (e.g.,

wheat), it may be able to develop facilities for processing

some of those materials (e.g., pasta manufacturing) prior

to shipping. Oregon, for example, has recently instituted a

program to promote expansion of furniture manufacturing

to better utilize the state's timber resources. The Iowa

Academy team proposed a focus on its food processing

industry to add more value to the state's agricultural ex-

ports. Similarly, the North Dakota team proposed giving

more attention to its energy by-product industry as a

value-added adjunct to its oil production.

This doesn't mean that a state shouldn't consider doing

some things, even lots of things, that are new. It's just that

the first question to ask is: "To what extent does the

existing industrial base offer an opportunity to signifi-

cantly upgrade rural skills and wages?" Once a state is

satisfied with that answer, it then can go on to consider

what new activities might realistically be expected to

assist in the upgrading.

Conduct an Institutional Scan

An array of institutions—in both the public and private

sectors—might contribute to the development and imple-

mentation of a rural development strategy. A state will

want a least a list of these institutions in order to be sure

that the critical ones are involved in the strategy develop-

ment process. The North Dakota Academy team, for

example, identified more than one hundred public agen-

cies and private organizations involved in economic

development within the state.

Pertinent questions about the candidate institutions

include: Which ones are currently active in rural devel-

opment in the state? Which are effective? Which have

potentially useful resources (including funds and skills)?

Which ones are powerful? Whose support or opposition

might make or break a rural development scheme?

A state will

want to be sure

that critical

institutions are

involved in

strategy

development
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laInstitutionallcan for North Dakota
, = 4 = ;. •

In l99O,as part.oftriektital Academy process the team from No
Dakota developed a checklist of some of key 'organizattons that

Might be important in the enral:develOPMent equation Here aree).EcerPts

froinfthat list, which covered more than one hundred public  and private

-- sector ingtitution.S. - -
• 1.• • i

7 jo Whdlesalers and Manufacturers Association

• Fiji:hers:union" '

• Farm Bureau

• 11111 e:S 70,417iled uuiiiies

Rural electric cOoperativei

• Indian tribes

• Counties

• Cities 7

Regional dountils"

-. • .Local development organizations

• Regional job, development autfiOritieS

,s Upper Great-Plains Transportation Institute

7*. Bank of North Dakota

-• Greater Nord? Dakota Association:

• - Governdr'S fconoinicPeVelopineritRoUpdtable:

Resource Conservation and Development districts-,

'• Farmers Home Administration 
7

• Econoinic Development Administration-

.: Sinai) Business Administration '

Parks and Recreation Department

• gcbnoink Development Commission

• Office of Intergovernmental Assistance

bniver'sity Of North Dakota

Center for Innovation and Blisiness Development

Energy and Environmental Research Center :

• North Dakota State University a

Cooperative Extension Service

' Center for -Etoncimic Developinen(
A • °

Center,forRuralaevitalization

Institute for Business ' and Industrial Development
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I.

Which ones are entrepreneurial, flexible, and in touch

with their clientele?

The state will want to identify potential friends and

adversaries (at least the powerful ones). Some institutions

will be particularly helpful in designing the state rural

development strategy, while others may have some key

assets important in the implementation of the strategy

(e.g., the ability to deliver technical assistance to localities

or to businesses).

Create Partnerships

To carry out the type of analysis and strategy develop-

ment suggested above, it is crucial to create partnerships

with knowledgeable private sector actors." In many

states, the individuals and organizations with the most

detailed understanding of what is going on in a given

industry will be those in the industry itself.

Private sector involvement will also help prevent the

state from proposing specific policies and programs that

are not well-targeted or are counterproductive. For

example, if training is to be part of a rural development

strategy, then input from employers, employees (i.e.,

potential trainees) and trainers should be obtained. If

improved health care is to be part of the state's strategy,

input from health care providers (hospital administrators,

physicians, other medical personnel) and recipients (users

of rural hospitals and clinics) should be obtained.

Unfortunately, almost all of the Policy Academy teams

had little in the way of extensive, high-level private sector

involvement. And, at least through late 1991, all eight of

the pilot State Rural Development Councils were also

weak in private sector representation.

Some private sector organizations will be easier to get

to the table than others.'For instance, a utility has a clear

and direct interest in strengthening economic activity

within its service area. Others, such as agricultural groups

like the state Grange, may not so clearly see their poten-

Private sector

involvement will

help prevent the

state from pro-

posing policies

which are not

well-targeted
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Creating

partnerships

will produce

strategies that

are both

stronger and

more strongly

supported

Politically

skilled "insiders"

will be an essen-

tial part of any

successful rural

development

team

tial role and interest in overall rural development Con-

vincing them to participate may, therefore, be more

difficult. Nevertheless, an extra effort to get key private

sector interests to join the state in working on rural

development may pay good dividends.

A rural development strategy that is developed by the

state in isolation—without knowledgeable input from the

private sector—is less likely to gain a broad base of

political support. Thus, creating partnerships will produce

strategies that are both stronger and more strongly sup-

ported. The North Dakota team, for instance, mounted an

extensive and productive effort to get very broad and

detailed input from manufacturers within the state. Almost

every manufacturer in the state was contacted by a team

member or other top-ranking state official (the governor

himself even made a handful of these visits and calls) to

learn about the problems and opportunities faced by the

state's firms. In addition to the obvious political goodwill

that such an effort can produce, the information obtained

from these contacts was extremely useful to the team in

designing its rural development strategy.

For various reasons, not every potential partner should

be brought into the process of developing the state's rural

development strategy and not every eventual partner

should be brought in early, but it seems clear that the state

will be more successful in implementing its strategy if it

doesn't try "to go it alone.""

Be Politically Realistic and Astute

The success of a rural development strategy will de-

pend as much upon its political support as its operational

design. Well-meaning and committed, but politically

naive, rural development advocates are unlikely to be able

to implement much. In most states, politically skilled

"insiders" will be an essential part of any team that suc-

cessfully moves to address rural development. Having the

governor (or top staff) and/or the legislative leadership as

key players in the process of putting together the state's
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rural development strategy will ensure that political real-

ism prevails. Agency participation must not be just token

representation; rather, it is important that key agency

heads be fully committed. The success of North Dakota's

plan that emerged from the Rural Policy Academy hinged

largely on having active participation by the governor's

chief of staff and House and Senate leadership. This top-

level commitment encouraged other key players (e.g., the

Bank of North Dakota, the state universities) to become

full participants. Leadership from the governor's office

and key legislators can be critical in achieving consensus,

across a range of agencies, on goals and actions.

In many states, no single political party controls the

governor's office and both houses of the legislature.

Therefore, any success in implementing a rural develop-

ment strategy will usually require strong support of both

political parties. Support for Iowa's strategy, for instance,

was strengthened considerably by bringing some key

Democratic and Republican legislators into the Rural

Policy Academy process to join some of the top staff of a

Republican governor. Similarly, regardless of the party

affiliations of the players, the structure of many state

governments creates relatively weak governors who do

not directly control all agencies (e.g., Texas has an elected

Agriculture Commissioner who can not be removed by

the governor). Therefore, inclusion of key independent

agencies in the strategy development process may be

crucial to the ultimate success of strategy implementation.

Often, political realism and focusing on limited objec-

tives (which is discussed later) will go hand-in-hand.

Sometimes—but not always—a "politically realistic"

strategy will be one that is necessarily incremental in

scope. Political astuteness is also important—this involves

identifying unique windows of opportunity, and then

taking advantage of such opportunities. These windows

could include an economic crisis, a natural disaster, a one-

time budget surplus, or an impending reapportionment of

political districts. Current defense cutbacks, for example,

are providing the impetus for economic development

initiatives in rural Maine.

In many states,

strong support

of both political

parties is

required

Political

astuteness

involves taking

advantage of

unique windows

of opportunity
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.Nenitural Development Legislation inlortlehaliota

In 1940, the North Dakota team it the Policy - ̀ Acadenirbegari a

process that resulted in major newrural development legislation only ,a

few months later. The North Liakotiteam'inctikied the goVernor's chief

of staff and two kerlegislative1eaders, a-well_as top agency officials,

The, teamtwa...holititall)'/, 'astute enoirgh to',Co-oPt prOPosafg.frorif a - ^

,recent private sector-sponsored "Vision 2000". report; and to btOld these ,

inthlts fegislafiVe Pick*: The tearri's prOposafs Were enaeted into law

with Lsupport from the governor andlop agencyheadg, legislatiVe

leadership froth both parties and key priVate sector players:: This

ambitious legislatiOrn included the followiyg components: „
~~ '* .

^ 1. Maximize the .use Of profits from the Bank of .North.pakota

- (theonlYls'late.f-Owned batik in for rill:6f devejopi'llne'*.

-. objectives; ° - ?„ -- • •

• 2:: Enhance the capabilities of theNorth Dakota Economic Develop-

ment Commission through reorganilatiod-andrefocusing;':

3: Create a pnmary sector development fund that would be used to

expand the economy in value-added -agristilture, manufacturing.,

:energy by-product develOpmeht, and export services,

Deyelopt SciOce and Technology Corporation to link the

resources of higher education tti'the state economic 'development

• dellyery-gystern;
. ,

° 5. Revitalize agriculture through diversification;

ReOrganiZe the delivery of business assistance at the regional

DevelopOd in cOmmiinityleadets;

8: Recruit targeted indhstrie,,s and entrepreneurs; .

Enhance business opportuhities'for minorities and women an

' 10: Develop entrepreneurship awareness programs for bankers.

2". • ' a.• 

Although this legislation is the centerpiece of the North Dakota .

.S; rural- developMent.initiative (and should be seen as &major accom-

• plishment), it is important to note that new legislation by itself will not

be sufficient to address the rural economic ,problems of North Dakota °

or any other state. On the other hand, much can be done even Without

• legirslatiog.'Fo'r-institiee,lroftertlagenCies can better cooperate With each

, other and, the private sector without new legislation. Nevertheless --,"
• 'imany states will want to develop a strong legislative package to

Prorhote rural .4evelOpment. '
4
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As indicated earlier in the discussion of the institutional

scan, those involved in putting together the state's rural

development activities should identify the key players and

the important formal and informal interest groups that

might be crucial in supporting or vetoing one or more

pieces of the state's rural development strategy. But, such

identification is not sufficient. In addition, the state should

explicitly think through the political strategies and public

education campaigns that might be necessary to gain the

support of the key players and groups for the state's rural

development proposals. The critical element here is

getting the political experts fully involved when develop-

ing plans for implementation.

Establish Priorities

Once several interested and committed players have

come together to work on the state's rural development

issues, there will be a movement to consolidate the

identified ideas and proposals into an all-inclusive

laundry list. Establishment of such a list will often be an

important intermediate step in the process of developing

a state strategy, but it should not be viewed as the final

step. If the state is to play an important role in shaping

the rural economy, priorities must be established among

the various actions that the state might undertake to

stimulate its rural economy. Only in this way will limited

resources be focused upon the actions that are seen as

absolutely critical.15

Several of the federal initiative's State Councils were

unable to move beyond the laundry list during their first

several months. Thus, by September 1991, some months

after initial Council start-up, one Council listed seven

priority issues: employment, water resources, capital,

health care, local fiscal base, local leadership and coordi-

nation among service providers. A second Council listed

six priority issues: coordination, physical infrastructure,

human infrastructure, leadership, natural resources and

business development. Each Council has a limited array

of resources that can be brought to bear on identified

A long "laundry

list" of broadly

stated issues will

be less useful

than a shorter,

more sharply

focused list
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Few long-term

victories can be

won without

short-term

victories along

the way to build

and sustain

momentum

problems. In deciding how to allocate these scarce re-

sources, such a long list of broadly stated issues will be

much less useful than a shorter, more sharply focused set

of problems to be addressed.

Limit the Immediate Objectives

Another temptation will be to focus attention and

energy on the achievement of broad long-term goals.

Given the political and economic realities faced in most

states, this would be a soul-satisfying but impractical way

to do business. Few long-term victories can be won

without a number of short-term victories along the way to

build and sustain momentum and support for rural devel-

opment. Thus, the best approach would seem to be to keep

the long-term vision in mind, but to focus immediate

attention upon limited and achievable short-term objec-

tives which fit logically within—and fully support—the

long-term strategy.

Limiting the immediate objectives has the virtue of

leading to small accomplishments that will give those

devoted to the cause of rural development a sense of pride

in tangible results. By limiting the scope of the objectives,

some visible results can be achieved quickly before

discouragement sets in.

Build in Evaluation and Use It

Rural development is not a one-shot deal. Over time

there will be ebbs and flows both in the attention paid to

rural development and the supporting resources. No

matter how successful this year's strategy may be, there

will be a need for more work in future years. In addition,

because regional economic structures are in constant flux,

strategies that are successful today may no longer be

appropriate in the future. Therefore, the state should build

an evaluation component into its rural development

strategy. The evaluation should not just be window

dressing. It should be used to determine whether various
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pieces of the state's rural development approach make

sense as implemented or might be modified to become

more effective.

There also is a potentially large political benefit from

rigorous evaluation. In seeking initial approval of a rural

development strategy, an evaluation component may help

convince undecided decisionmakers that program manag-

ers will have incentives to use resources prudently.

Positive results from rigorous evaluation can also help

cement support for continued funding. At the federal

level, for example, support for the Head Start program has

benefitted immensely from evaluations that firmly estab-

lish program efficacy for certain groups of preschoolers.

Evaluation

should be used

to think about

modifications

that would make

the state's

development

approach more

effective
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Chapter 6. A Final Word

Over the past decade, leadership for rural development

in America has gravitated to state government. As the over-

all state of the rural economy in the United States has de-

teriorated since the late 1970s, the need for solid workable

rural development strategies has increased. Thus, the impor-

tance of the states' activities to stimulate rural economic

development is greater than it has been at any time in re-

cent history, and the challenges are perhaps more daunting

than before. Despite the enormity of the task, states can

make a real difference in this critical policy area.

The individuals and organizations participating in a

structured process of organizing for rural development

should find this to be an exhilarating experience. For most

participants, this can be liberating and exciting, a welcome

opportunity to step outside the narrow confines of tradi-

tional ways of thinking and conducting business. This is a

chance for participants to find new roles and a new purpose.

States can make

a real difference

A state cannot realistically expect quick or easy results

when it embarks on a major effort in rural development.

There are many possibilities for wrong turns and minor

accidents, plenty of potholes and the occasional detour. Patience and

Even the most experienced, dedicated and careful state persistence are

team will run into difficulties along the way. Patience and mandatory

persistence are mandatory.

e Rationale for,StatiLeadershfp in Ilk@ Delfeleimied
4-•

4 ;
For morethan ,..a de:cade, the federal government has not played, a

, leading, activist role in promoting economic development. In response,. -

;.mahy*atekhave.,hfoadene4 their oy,, clevelopritetit efforts. This

passing Of leadership from ,the federal t toAhe state level har.5;:beetra triajoi -

impetus for Veater'istate;activlipin rtiral,dOvelopmenf in recent years.

Nevertheless,tiVed the combination of Shrinking resources aha,grow7

fneCkin4ndsOn state•g9vernment,* donViticing-,`arguthent-mtitihe4nade
for state involvement in rut-al'economic:deVeloptinent
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This argument will have three ItiteecOnnectea components!,--:
• tt

: R'easons' for pubhc seeforlfitiVolvenient in the slate's. economy in -4

general;

2.1Reasons that thefstategovernment(as opposed to other levels Of

:government) should be involved in Shaping the state's economy; and

.3.-ReaSons for devoting special attention th the rural pOftiOil'Of

teonorny.- '

- .== —
',substantial and well-known bodyiof literature exists - to provide a -;

rationale-foupublicosectOr intervention in the ecotiorny",at-large. We Will

not reiteratelhatijuStificatfotrhere. That the state goVerninehr-sbotild1;

Wish•to pray a pronunerit role in shaping,the itatesecOnOrny seems ,

obvious ; that it must Play sue-b.a role given the decreased attention of =

the federal government also seems elearThns, we will focus on the

third component; = ; • 2 ° - ;;;'? ta•

4 ,.

Perhap§-,the'strongestargtitnern for focusing ona-sta:te'stnrU
economy is to trnptov.eJrural-Orban equity„ AS noted earber,littmer-

Ous disparities .-Ona-variety'of economic and social indicators— - -

between rural and urban, areas exist,: and have been increasing= over the„
'4 past decade In states, the emergence of a'dtlat economy, with_

severely lagging Mr:al:regions (see Redman and )9 t),,,can be.

a' strong justification forlstate involienteht: There ''s a need to mOre5.

. evenly distribute economic opportunities and outcomes across the state

; While investment in improved education and health -care for rural areas'.

perhaps can be justified on efficiency grounds (as ie'sOCiety benefits '

from haVing'a Weil-bditeated;.healthy—ind thus; More PrOditcilie--1

pc.3pulatiOn"); justification on equity,grognds is Also reasonable (as An "it=

is nnfair, to 'penalize individuals wh011yin rural areas by providing

them second class education and health services"): For otherstate

actions,like=the provision cirstrong libraries in rural areaS, the effi:.

ciency argumet may Weak or nonexistent Ift thee C S;sek, theViluftg

argument is the only appropriate one thatcanbniade:.As Gardner

(1989) clescrthes the situation; justification for xfocus ongural regions4,

within a•state often "must come from, thetheart as Much as the head"

Maintenance of existing rural facilities may be i:nipoitanbilt
Thus,: a'Seporicljtistifibatiob holds that it is inOre.effieienta,*maie

fillLigeofibted hiyestirtenis (schools, roadS, inunleiPal-,water and sewer

systems, commercial buftdings;Mher Public and private facilities) =
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t
ready in place in rural areas rather than to abandon theinf An effort

Is &ad- eAci help rural communities Will thus result in a ftilleritise-df these,7
1,

,jmitstnyetits',,Afioth0-;p0,,oflhk&Argtinte,nt ppicis„Ithajmrl?„aniTs ttayt.

' .̀5neIhrdtiglibr visiting Oraf,,:areas.,1.91 find  to-pavi?,key sery-

sueli food, redgirig,iutO7repairs,:andlaiygnforcement on hand._
• _

- • -4: , v.=
Preservation of rural "way of ife" is 'a third justification. Thd,

- „premise here is that there iS4 different lifestyle that is fOundin:Many,
rural co-Mrinities.,lbeiattrihurcs ofthis,lifegyle inCludeineighbOrli-4.

neSs, a slower Pace, :-a fOCus:on "family" and "traditional values." "an.,

_, -apii-eciaticili'of!thelandand"nalure," and dstrolig work ethic. To some
• textent these characterizations Are ba„sedion;tact,,andito sylpe2extent.on

mythology.. Regardless of their accUracY, this is a picture that Many j.
71,  ,-••

people—both urban: and rural—accept as true. Building upon this

• premise of a special- and, in mahY respects, admirable rural VI/ay of life,

; and upon the above-cited indicators of relatively severe tUral economic
c g - 

problems, the argument is made that state attention on rural,area& is

needed to telp'preierve-thi& "endangered" lifestyle., ,‘„: • 0,

A".'b i&; = •
.24. fourth justification is that in some basic charactensticTur.

• atels-ire'Omply different fro urban aeeas:."-Fprinstjnee,-- beyond,.

Pc111-iVt.9311,0detatiops;Te low p9inptidp density 0f_7(rurc foarAaseai Nythilliare,

oftetrtegiiie different service delivery mechanisms 
sa

,i

public• -fraif&poriatidn, or job training) than is appropriate in urban areas.

1
TfependIngiipoh.the structure cif ,4 particulaeStates economy," a

argument that ihight be made for focusing attentiori:on.turatareas

withitva state is to-improvelhe efficiency of the state's economy.

Here, public sector intervention would he justified as a means for

overcoming or ameliorating one or more At least eigh0i,

• s,of.tharketlailure& are of interest here:-

. thieitipl6Yrnent; 1. „..0.!

. U. ndereiriployrnetit;
''..',. UndritiVestnierit in researc

. l'ey'itapifal 'sliorragesz;,'

. . tepinformation-shoitag0;

6. _Undervaluing of agglomeration econqinies-,. r ..,

7. Undervaluing ofPoihveeitOrialitie&(stiCh a• thafdo:WliSti-Cain:!.

benefits of soil coUservation-or wastewater.pwce&sing invest-.

lilelit5); and L' ': ' -
4 e

a •
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=,Iinderinvestinent iii merit goods, (suchias literay,prograniS,

training and healthcare) that provide positive social benefits:

a
etence cif ally one of these eight Market failures obany

combination of them will decrease the efficiency of the overall
3

economy:,Some9bservers of the rural economy (see_Deavets, 1990):,

have argued thatir.heybncfinforinithibshortage8;_there tio strong

exidence,Of substantial across-the-board market failures in rural,

America.,-Nonetheless, in certAin, rural placeS:signifiCant market failure

May be found : In'saine States; Market failiireibeural areas may be so

much more severe than in metro °areas that special attention paiMo A

correcting these failures in nital regions may improve the effitiencyio

the state s-overall economy. The relative efficiency gains from devo$-

ftate'S resotirceg to rural, rather than urban; development activi-

ties Will vary from state to state

'A sixth justification for bryral focus is the existence of rural-urlsan

linkages The state's urban areas may be affected by rural problemsy

either thrOughmarket_linkags, or through migration.,

Probleths Of market failure ibthe rurareconoiny4shouldthey

exist--"cA = exert an indirect dlag, on the inetiO econobly=„Tor.instance;

poor quality control or slow production by rural, suppliers (perhaps due

•to lack of 'imdwledge Of readily aVailable'prdductiodteclinolOgy'ror up-

to-date management practices) can cause signifitant43robleiris for

. Metro. assembly Opera,tions rthus„a focuk on- correcting Market failures
in thelurAl economy may simultaneously improve the efficiency of the

state's trhan..beonomy. ,
„ =

The migration linkage is also inwOrtarit Rural problems of low skip

leVelstanehhigh'unehibloyinent, fOr eXamiile,rmay betonie urhah4 '71n

problems through frorn,the.state'sTuratregipns,toits urban

areas In additIont, rural-urbanmigrationffiltiperease congestion ; and

itgassOci&Ad Costs, ibthestate's irban regions. '

The rationale presented here is:: a generic one At a',speCific state, in ,a

particular policy Oohtext, a rural advocate willwant to draw poll the

2 arguments that are likely be most persuasive at that time and place.'

For instance When the state budget is severely crunched by

• recessionary preis.ureS, the equity rationale may prove td,be less

effective than it would in an &a 6f alio:xi-Ming state economy:
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Endnotes

1. An abbreviated version of this paper will appear as a

chapter in a book entitled Economic Development Strate-

gies for State and Local Governments, McGowan and

Ottensmeyer, editors. Publication date is 1992.

2. Beryl Raclin, who is at the Washington Public Affairs

Center at the University of Southern California, made this

observation in a phone conversation on December 24,

1991. Radin headed a team of eight researchers who took

a detailed look at the operations of the eight pilot State

Councils through mid-1991.

3. The authors have heard Ross enunciate this point on

several occasions, including at the Rural Policy Academy

session held in Minneapolis in May 1990.

4. Much of the groundwork carried out by Pennsylvania's

Academy team—such as delineation of key rural issues

and the development of possible responses—has been

useful for the Center for Rural Pennsylvania and other

interest groups. Thus, even though the direct link to the

governor was not fruitful immediately, it is plausible that

the team's work may ultimately—while slowly and

indirectly—reach the governor.

5. Many state governments are on different election cycles

than the federal government (e.g., the governor is not

elected in the same year as the president). A federal-state

partnership in support of a rural development effort in

such states will help assure that at least one strong advo-

cate of the effort remains after each election; thus, it is

likely that political support for a rural development

strategy will continue after an election (such an outcome

is less likely, of course, when the strategy's patron is not

reelected). A similar challenge occurs when an economic

downturn slashes funding available for economic develop-

ment programs; in Maine, for example, in 1991, the

presence of the federal government as a key partner in the

State Rural Development Council helped to maintain the
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visibility of rural development issues despite dramatic

decreases in state revenues.

6. For services or programs where distance is important

(e.g., public library users may be willing to travel ten

miles, but probably not 50), clustering of communities

may make less sense in the more sparsely settled states of

the western half of the United States than it does further

east where most communities are relatively close to

neighboring places. For services or programs where

distance is not important (e.g., dispatching police or fire

or emergency medical services), then the value of cluster-

ing does not depend on population density.

7. The appropriate level for thinking about a rural issue

(i.e., analysis) is not necessarily the appropriate level for

implementation. For instance, analysis of health care

needs might be carried out on a community-by-commu-

nity basis, while a grant program to upgrade health care

facilities might be implemented through multi-county

regional health districts.

In terms of analysis, a community-level focus will

enable the state to distinguish more clearly among unique

communities. Not every community in a particular region

will look like the others in terms of characteristics that are

central for rural development (e.g., skill levels, quality of

infrastructure, industrial structure). On the other hand,

conducting most analysis along regional lines, rather than

broken down by individual communities, will have the

advantage of requiring less disaggregated—and less

expensive—data.

8. In January 1992, President Bush proposed that $18

billion of federal training bunds be consolidated under

control of the Private Industry Councils; such a change

would make these Councils by far the most important

substate recipient of federal funds in rural areas.

9. When we speak of targeting, we are not implying that

the state would necessarily focus all of its resources from

a particular program on only one or a few geographic

areas or industrial sectors or categories of individuals.
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Targeting could also involve focusing resources dispro-

portionately on a few areas or sectors or categories of

individuals, but not to the total exclusion of other areas or

sectors or individuals.

10. Triage could be used for sorting individuals, as well

as for sorting communities or industrial sectors.

11. We must acknowledge that a number of thoughtful

observers of the "choice" approach have severe reserva-

tions about some of the likely distributional consequences.

12. See Shaffer (1990) and John (1988) for evidence indi-

cating that local leadership may sometimes be an impor-

tant factor in stimulating rural economic development.

13. We explicitly discuss partnerships with the private

sector (including nonprofit organizations) here. We think

that state government partnerships with federal, local,

regional, and tribal governments are also often crucial;

however, we discussed those relationships earlier.

14. There is the danger, of course, that private interests

may conflict directly with the public interest. A private

firm may be interested in promoting a rural development

strategy that does not encourage competition and that does

not tend to raise local wage rates. When bringing the

private sector to the table, the state must be aware that

some of the input may be colored by such self-interest.

15. The state should not merely accept communities' ex-

pressions of their wants as the mechanism for setting pri-

orities; rather, thoughtful analysis and careful targeting of

the sort described above is usually the preferred route for

establishing priorities. Under Oregon's Regional Strategies

program, for example, each region is expected to develop

a well-documented plan for a targeted industrial sector; a

"wish list" of unrelated projects is not acceptable.
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